Abstract. Let D be a real function such that D(z) is analytic and D(z) ± 0 for \z\ < 1. Furthermore, put W(x) = \J\ -x2\D(e'v)\2 , x = costp , tp e [0, 71 ], and denote by pn(', rV) the polynomial which is orthogonal on [-1, +1] to Pn_[ (P"_! denotes the set of polynomials of degree at most n -1 ) with respect to W . In this paper it is shown that for each sufficiently large n the polynomial En+X(-, W) (called the Stieltjes polynomial) of degree n + \ which is orthogonal on [-1,-1-1] to Pn with respect to the sign-changing function pn('> W)W has n + 1 simple zeros in (-1,1) and that the interpolation quadrature formula (called the Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formula) based on nodes which are the In + 1 zeros of En+l(-, W)pn(-, IV) has all weights positive.
Introduction
In the following we say that a function w is a weight function on [-1, 1] if w e L2[-l, 1] and w(x) > 0 for x e (-1, 1). In 1894, in one of his letters to Hermite, Stieltjes introduced and characterized for the Legendre weight, i.e., the constant weight w(x) = 1 , a remarkable class of polynomials En+X(x) := En+X(x, w) = xn+l H-satisfying the following orthogonality conditions (with respect to a sign-changing function):
(1.1) / xJEn+x(x, w)Pn(x, w)w(x)dx = 0 for ; = 0,1, ... ,n,
where Pn(x, w) = x" H-denotes the monic polynomial of degree n which is orthogonal to Pn_x (Pm denotes as usual the set of real polynomials of degree at most m) on [-1, 1] with respect to w . For the Legendre weight, Stieltjes made the conjecture that the zeros of En+X axe all in (-1,1) and interlace with the zeros of the Legendre polynomial Pn . In 1934, G. Szegö [18] proved Stieltjes' conjecture. In addition he proved that the conjecture holds true for the Gegenbauer weight function w(x, X) = (1 -x2f~l/2, 0 < A < 2 .
In 1964, Kronrod [8] considered quadrature formulas-now known under the name "Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formulas"-with the following properties:
(1.2) f f(x)w(x)dx = j^ovJ(xvJ + Y,^J(y,J + Rn(fi), J~l v=\ p=\ where xv n are the Gaussian nodes for the weight function w , i.e., xv n are the zeros of Pn(-, w), and the nodes y n and quadrature weights av n , X n are chosen so as to maximize the degree of exactness of (1.2); thus Rn(fi) = 0 for all f G P3 , at least. It turned out (as it is not hard to see) that the exactness condition Rn(fi) = 0 for / e P3n+1 is equivalent to the fact that En+x(x,w):=TJ"yyx(x-yß n) satisfies the orthogonality condition (1.1). Thus, the n + l zeros of the Stieltjes polynomial En+X(x, w) are the n+l nodes y n required in the Gauss-Kronrod rule. Of foremost interest are weight functions for which the Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formula has the property that (i) all n + 1 nodes y n are in (-1, 1) and are simple (i.e., that all zeros of the Stieltjes polynomial En+X(-, w) axe in (-1, +1) and are simple).
Also desirable are weight functions which have in addition to (i) the properties (ii) the nodes y n and xv n separate each other (i.e., the n + 1 zeros of Fn+X(x, w) separate the n zeros of the orthogonal polynomial Pn(x, w)) ; and (iii) all quadrature weights are positive. By a result of Monegato [10] , property (ii) is equivalent to the positivity of the quadrature weights X , p = I, ... , n + I, and thus property (iii) requires in fact the positivity of the ov n 's only. As already mentioned for the Gegenbauer weight function w(x, X) = (I -x ) ~ , 0 < A < 2, properties (i) and (ii) have been shown by Szegö [18] , while property (iii) has been established for 0 < X < 1 by Monegato [11] . For further (algebraic) investigations on Gauss-Kronrod quadrature with respect to Gegenbauer and Jacobi weight functions, see Gautschi and Notaris [2] . Quite recently, it has been shown independently by Notaris [13] and by the author [14] that weight functions of the form w(x, sm) = (l-x2)i/2/sm(x), where sm is an arbitrary polynomial which is positive on [-1, 1], satisfy all three properties stated above for n > m . For 1 2 the special case s2(x) = (1 + y) -4yx , this was first discovered by Gautschi and Rivlin [3] . So far, only these two families of weight functions are known which satisfy (i)-(iii). In this paper we describe another large class of weight functions which have these three properties. More precisely, it will be shown that every weight function of the form
where D(z) is analytic, D(z) ^ 0 for |z| < 1 , and D is real on R, satisfies properties (i)-(iii) for sufficiently large n . As a very special case of this result, we obtain the above mentioned fact-recalling that every polynomial sm of degree m which is positive on [-1, +1] can be represented uniquely in the form sm(x) = \hm(e )\ , x = cosö, 6 e [0, n], where hm is a real polynomial of degree m which has all its zeros outside of the closed unit disk-that w(x, sm) = v1 -x /sm(x) satisfies the three properties for n > n0. Note however, that we do not get the exact lower bound «0 = m by our general approach. Naturally, the question arises whether the assumptions on the function D can be weakened to D(z) analytic and D(z) ^ 0 for |z| < 1, and the existence of the Lebesgue integral of W. That this is not possible without imposing additional conditions on D follows from a result of Rabinowitz [17] which says that Jacobi weight functions of the form
(1 _*)*(! +x)ß = 2-{a+ß)\(l-eie)a(l+ei9)ß\2, x = cos6 , 6e(0,n), a = -1/2, and -1/2 < ß < 1/2, resp. a = -1/2 and 1 /2 < ß < 3/2, have at least one Kronrod node outside of the interval [-1, 1], when n is even, resp. when n is odd. Other examples are weight functions of the form (l-x)a(l+x)ß/sm, a,ße{-l/2, 1/2} and {a}n{ß} # {1/2}, sm a positive polynomial on [-1, 1] of degree m . As has been demonstrated by Notaris [13] , such weight functions have the property that the smallest or largest Kronrod node is +1 or -1, i.e., a boundary point of the support [-1, 1]. Apart from this fact they satisfy properties (i)-(iii).
Preliminary results
Notation. Let n Pn(X)-=Pn(X>W):=knIl(X-Xv,n) v=\ denote the orthonormal polynomial of degree n , i.e., • i pn(x, w)pm(x, w)w(x) dx = ôn for n, me N0.
Furthermore, the «th function of second kind with respect to the weight function w is denoted and defined by
where the last expansion is convergent for |y| > 1. First we give a simple proof of a slightly extended version of Stieltjes' result about the orthogonality of his polynomials (see [12, p. 138] Proof. Necessity. On the one hand, we have by the orthogonality property of pn(-, w) that
and, on the other hand, setting
Ln+\ {y)=r *"+iW **+iWp,XtW)w,x)dx j-\ y-x and using the orthogonality property of En+X, we have that for sufficiently large |v|. We recall the following well-known connection between Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formulas and Stieltjes polynomials. The degree of exactness of Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formulas with respect to the Gegenbauer weight function is studied in [16] .
Asymptotic behavior of the functions of second kind
In order to state our result, we need the following Notation. Given a polynomial Pn(z) of degree n, we define the "-transform by (3.1) Pn(z):=z"Pn(l/z-), so that the coefficient of zJ in P* is the complex conjugate of the coefficient of zn~J in Pn(z), j = 0,l,2,...,n. By In what follows we need the following result of Geronimus ([6, p. 82], resp.
[5]), which can be considered as a certain generalization of the so-called Szegö-Bernstein asymptotic formula for orthonormal polynomials on the unit circle: Assume that the weight function / has a representation of the form Next, we show that for n e N0 the radius of convergence of the power series Similarly, letting B(z) = ¿Z%objzJ (note that °y (3-19) B is analytic on |z| < p for 0 < p < p), and using the fact that f+n -ik8lr., 10,.,2 , -id. ,a 1 f -ikOjj. 10, , -i8,,a j e \D(e )| e2n+2(e )d6 = ^J e B(e )e2n+2(e )d0, we obtain with the help of (3.19) 
In view of (3.15) and the second relation of (3.14), this yields the assertion. D
Remark. Geronimus pointed out in [7, p. 102 But note that relation (3.22) gives an asymptotic representation in the interior of the unit circle only, while for our purpose we need an asymptotic representation which is valid also outside the unit circle. Unfortunately, it seems to be impossible to get Theorem 1 in a similar way as relation (3.22).
Zeros of Stieltjes polynomials
In this section we prove the main result of this paper, namely that under suitable conditions on the weight function the Stieltjes polynomial En(-,w) has « simple zeros in (-1, 1) . Then there exists an «0eN such that for each « > «0 the Stieltjes polynomial En(-, (1 -x )w) has n simple zeros in (-1, 1) . Proof. Let us assume, without loss of generality, that D(0) > 0, and put
Since C7*+1(0) = 1, we get from relation (4.2) and Theorem 1 that lim -;-==-= 1. "-*°° kn yj2%D(0) By Theorem 1 this yields (4.3) lim QAz) = -p^-Ar =: --uniformly on |z| < 1.
We thus obtain from (4.2) and (4.3) by standard arguments of uniform convergence, using also the fact that, by (4.2), G*n+x(z) + Gn+x(0)zn+l is the (« + l)st partial sum of Qn(z), that for given ex > 0 there is an «, e N such that for n > nx and |z| < 1 Hence, in view of (4.4), we find that for given e > 0 there exists an «0 such that for « > «0 and |z| < 1 Recalling D(z) ¿ 0 for \z\ < 1, (4.6) immediately implies that G*n+X(z) for large n has no zero in |z| < 1, which is equivalent to the fact that Gn+X has all zeros in |z| < 1 . Hence (see, e.g., [15 (4-7') Gn+X(e'e) = ^-+fin+x(eld), 7/9 where lin\f!^ooi)n+x(e ) = 0 uniformly on [-n, n]. Recalling that by (3.5) and (3.6) Proof, (a) Using (4.7) and (4.8) together with the fact that l/\D(e'6)\ is bounded on [-n, n], we obtain (note that the first equality follows by simple calculation)
Re{Gn+x(e'e)}Re{e-'{"+l)%2n+2(eW)} + Im{G"+1(eie)}Im{,-'("+1)e<P2"+2(e,e)} =Re{Gn+x(e'W{n+X)e%n+2(e-'e)) + ¿",x(el9)>0 for«>«0, \D(eie)\2 n+l ifí where lim"_00¿n+1(e ) = 0 uniformly on [-n, n]. Observing that by [15, Lemma 2] the zeros of Re{Gn+x(e )} and lm{Gn+x(e )}/sin0 separate each other, since Gn+X has all zeros in the open unit disk |z| < 1, we get, using relation (4.9) at the zeros of Re{Gn+x(el6)}, that the zeros of Re{Gn+x(ew)} and lm{e~'{"+x)%2n+2(e'e)}/sind separate each other. In view of (3.9), this proves part (a). it follows that at the zeros xp n = cos dv n the relation (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) Z»,n%n+l(Zv,n) = (*>ln+i(Zv,n) i ft holds, where zvn = ev-n,v = l, ...,«.
Applying the recurrence formula (3.1), resp. the equivalent recurrence formula (3-1') ®;+x(z) = *;(z)-anz<i>n(z), to í>2"+3, resp. ®*2n+i, and then to ^>2n+2, resp. ®*2n+2, we obtain with the help of (4.13) that ZV,n^2n^Zu,n) ~ ®ln+)(2v , J = 0 " a2n+0(zl,n " l)®ln+l(Z.,") and thus by (4.12) (4.14) 2n+1Pn+l(xvJ = (\-a2n+x)z;(n;x)<i>\n+x(zvn).
This, in conjunction with the relation 2"^+i(^,") = C+1)(^2n+. +^+.)(^,J/2 = z-("+1)o* (Z ) ¿v,n ^2n+A^v,n> > proves relation (4.11) . Now taking into account the fact that by (3.6) lim |<P*(é>'0)| = .
uniformly on [-n, n], n^oo \D(e' )\ it follows that \®*n(e'e)\ is bounded from below for sufficiently large n, which implies by (4.14) that also \2n+ïPn+x(xv n)\ is bounded from below for sufficiently large «. Since by Corollary 1, 2nEn+x(x) = 2"Pn+x(x) + ôn+x(x), 
